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Indigenous Nations1 living in Alberta have existing rights in the waters of Alberta

under Canadian law. There may be additional rights, which are discussed below, with

an emphasis on treaty rights under Treaty 7 and the Stoney Nakoda First Nations. Ac-

cording to Stoney Nakoda traditions and oral history, the Stoney Nakoda people2 have

always lived on the Great Island and as a branch of the Sioux people they speak the

Nakota dialect.3 Their traditional territories encompassed the foothills and mountains

of western Canada from the Ožadé Tãga (Brazeau River-Jasper area) down into the

Hũga Baha (Chief Mountain) area in Montana, west to the Čã-okiyé Wa-pta (Columbia

River) and east to the Calgary.4 There were three main bands5 and before the arrival of

Canadians,6 the Stoney Nakoda people “lived a nomadic way of life, hunting, fishing,

and gathering from the abundance of this good land.”7

The Stoney Nakoda, like other Indigenous Nations, were oriented around an oral culture

with a different worldview from Canadians.8 These differences impacted historical inter-

actions and continue to inform current interactions.9 Indigenous peoples derived a liveli-

hood from using all aspects of creation10 with ceremony to express their gratitude to the

Creator and to what they harvested, and in that worldview waters were seen as a source

of life and cyclical renewal for the resources that were husbanded for future generations.

Indigenous Nations exercised exclusive control over a defined territory with lands and

resources owned communally by all members and shared in accordance with Indigenous
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law.11 Passage or sharing resources in a territory required oral agreement of the control-

ling Indigenous Nation and a web of diplomatic agreements mediated relations between

Indigenous Nations. Those agreements needed periodic renewal to resolve any accu-

mulating differences, particularly after conflicts between Nations, which proliferated

during periods of resource scarcity. Alberta had numerous Indigenous Nations prior to

contact.12 How, then, did the government of Alberta come to claim control of the terri-

tories and waters of Indigenous Nations?

History

When Canadian settlers arrived in Canada, they found up to two million members of

several hundred Indigenous Nations, with varying modes of living, social, and political

organizations.13 Modern-day Alberta was once “owned” by the Hudson’s Bay Company

[HBC], incorporated by a Royal Charter in 167014 that granted monopoly trading rights

and ownership for territories bounding the rivers draining into Hudson’s Bay15 — known

as Rupert’s Land — in return for a nominal rent of “two Elks and two black Beaver.”16

The northern part of Alberta was included in Britain’s North-western Territories, de-

scribed as lands surrounding rivers draining to the Artic.17

Canada was organized from the British colonies of Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, and

Nova Scotia on July 1, 1867 under the Constitution Act, 1867,18 which divided areas of leg-

islative authority between the federal government in section 91 and the provinces in sec-

tion 92. Canada had jurisdiction over “Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians” in

91(24) and provincial governments had jurisdiction over property and civil rights in 92(13)

and ownership of lands and resources in the provinces in section 109. From 1863 to 1870,

Canada negotiated to acquire Rupert’s Land and Britain’s North-western Territory,19 re-

sulting in a three-way transaction: HBC surrendered land rights under its Charter to Britain;

Britain after accepting the surrender transferred Rupert’s Land and its North-western Ter-

ritory on transfer terms to Canada, who would pay the surrender price to Britain for HBC

and gain these lands on July 15, 1870. Aside from the Métis20 in the Red River Colony who

resisted under Louis Riel, Indigenous Nations played no role in this transfer.

Canada, under the transfer terms, negotiated eleven Numbered Treaties with Indigenous

Nations, from 1871 to 1921, encompassing most of that territory.21 In Canadian law, In-

digenous Nations were viewed as surrendering their occupancy in territories owned by

the Crown.22 The written text of the Numbered Treaties were based on the Ontario

Robinson Treaties from the 1850s, with major terms framed in identical legal language

saying that Indigenous Nations surrendered rights to vast tracts of land, in return for

history
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promises: that they could continue their traditional way of life on surrendered lands

(subject to tracts being taken up by the government); lands would be reserved for their

exclusive use (Reserves); as well as annual annuities, supplies, and other benefits. 

Treaty negotiations were fraught with misunderstandings.23 Canadian Treaty Commis-

sioners were representatives of a written culture with legal backgrounds24 that intended

to open lands for settlement as cheaply as possible.25 Indigenous Nation’s leadership

were representatives of an oral culture that was faced with dire prospects: threats of

unregulated settlement and declining livelihood resources in the evident decline of bison

herds. The differing worldviews, legal systems, and languages were a significant barrier

to understanding: Treaty Commissioners spoke only English and Indigenous languages

had no words or concepts as to the permanent surrender or individual ownership of

“land.”26 Indigenous Nations were active, if reluctant, participants in Treaty Negotiations

and some of their concerns made it into the written terms of the Treaty.27

Indigenous Nations understood the oral promises as terms of the Treaty subject to pe-

riodic review.28 Canadian governments tend to rely on the written text of the Treaty.29

Growing Canadian settlement led to Treaties being ignored, with the rights of treaty na-

tions not being recognized or “implemented in many, and possibly most, cases.” 30

Treaty 7

Treaty 7 was signed on September 22, 1877, between Canada and the Blackfoot Con-

federacy (Blood, Peigan, and Blackfoot), Tsuu T’ina First Nation (Sarcee), and Stoney

Nakoda First Nations encompassing all of Southwestern Alberta in the land surrender

provision.31 According to Stoney Nakoda elders, Treaty 7 was signed primarily as a peace

treaty and some mention was made of “sharing 2 feet of the topsoil” but there was no

translation as to the legal terms of land surrender.32 The written terms of Treaty 7 treated

the Stoney Nakoda First Nations as one band, with Reserve locations and land amounts

always disputed.33

Indigenous Common Law Riparian Rights

In the prairie-numbered Treaties there was no separate mention of waters aside from

Treaty 7 giving the Crown the right on Blackfeet, Blood, and Sarcee Reserves “to navi-

gate, land and receive cargoes on the shores, to build bridges and operate ferries, and

use the fords and all the trails leading to” their rivers.34 This suggests that all other water

rights were retained. There was no federal water legislation and the common law doc-

treaty 7

Indigenous common law riparian rights
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trine of “riparian rights” applied.35 There is no property in flowing waters at common

law. Riparian rights are part of Canadian common law that set out a number of principles

under which the use of surface waters in defined channels (watercourses) are shared

by owners of lands next to a watercourse. These principles included:

riparian water rights are automatically vested in owners of land bordering

watercourses or through which watercourses flow: those properties are described

as riparian property;• riparian property may be obtained by open notorious and

continuous occupation for a number of years that gives common law possessory

title [to Indigenous Nations];

•   water may be used for ordinary domestic purposes connected with the

riparian property — regardless of the impact to other downstream riparian 

property owners;

•  water may be used for secondary or “extraordinary purposes” such as

irrigation or industrial uses but any waters diverted for these uses must be returned

to the watercourse substantially undiminished in quantity and quality, subject to

an allowed “reasonable use” diminishment; 

•  the rights to use water were restricted to the riparian property as they

were inseparable from the riparian property.36

Riparian principles did not allocate a specific amount of water to riparian

property, are not exclusive in nature (as all riparian properties have them) and do

not carry a priority – other than being located closer to the water source. These

principles, premised on abundant waters, continue to apply in Eastern Canada al-

though they have been overlaid by provincial legislation. 

The area covered by Treaty 7 covers the Palliser Triangle, a semi-arid region

unsuitable for agriculture.37 It soon became apparent that agriculture could not thrive

in the prevailing conditions and riparian rights to waters were unsuited to the large-

scale irrigation necessary for agrarian settlement. In response, Canada passed

The North-West Irrigation Act, 189438 [NWIA] attempting to extinguish riparian rights

by claiming initially the right to regulate use of all surface waters by Canada by way of

a licence.39 Rights to divert surface water would be licenced originally for three pur-

Riparian principles did not allocate a specific amount of water to riparian property, are

not exclusive in nature (as all riparian properties have them) and do not carry a priority

— other than being located closer to the water source. These principles, premised on

abundant waters, continue to apply in Eastern Canada although they have been overlaid

by provincial legislation. 

The area covered by Treaty 7 covers the Palliser Triangle, a semi-arid region unsuitable

for agriculture.37 It soon became apparent that agriculture could not thrive in the pre-

vailing conditions and riparian rights to waters were unsuited to the large-scale irrigation

necessary for agrarian settlement. In response, Canada passed The North-West Irrigation

Act, 189438 [NWIA] attempting to extinguish riparian rights by claiming initially the right

to regulate use of all surface waters by Canada by way of a licence.39 Rights to divert

surface water would be licenced originally for three purposes: domestic, irrigation, and

other purposes. NWIA established a priority system, based on the date of filing. Licences
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poses: domestic, irrigation, and other purposes. NWIA established a priority system,

based on the date of filing. Licences allowed the diversion of water to benefit the land

specified and for the purpose(s) listed; however it did not specify a licence duration,

and licences were issued in perpetuity in large amounts. Holders of water licences would

be entitled to the entire amount of their licence in priority of registration but licences

could not deprive the owner of riparian property waters necessary for domestic pur-

poses.40

The NWIA initially required owners of existing riparian property to obtain a li-

cence for the use of waters but it was amended in 1895 to claim the property in surface

waters and to drop the licencing requirement for riparian properties’ use of water for

domestic purposes (as defined in the legislation).41 Riparian rights are not rights of the

user of water subject to licencing; rather, they are property rights attached to riparian

property, and extinguishing property rights requires an express enactment that is absent

from the NWIA and succeeding federal legislation.42 The NWIA was renamed the Irriga-

tion Act and was progressively amended to enlarge the definition of domestic uses to

include certain agricultural and industrial purposes.43

When Canada created Alberta in The Alberta Act (1905), it retained all crown

lands and property “in the waters within the province” and instead provided a subsidy

for Alberta’s government.44 This differing treatment from the original provinces resulted

in a series of identical agreements between Canada and the prairie provinces. The Al-

berta Natural Resources Transfer Agreement, 1930 (NRTA) transferred Crown lands and

the natural resources to Alberta, excepting out federal lands including National Parks

and Indian Reserves. 45 The NRTA did not, despite mention in the preamble, transfer sur-

face water resources to Alberta.46 Alberta proceeded to pass The Water Resources Act47

claiming ownership of surface waters in Alberta where “the principles of the Irrigation

Act were incorporated with only minor drafting amendments” on the basis of provincial

ownership only.48 This error was corrected in The Natural Resources Transfer (Amend-

ment) Act, 1938 with a Memorandum of Amendment transferring “the interest of the

Crown in the waters … under the North-West Irrigation Act, 1898” backdated to 1930.49

Riparian rights are property rights, and any provincial legislation after 1930 ex-

tinguishing or regulating them on Reserves is outside of the province’s legislative au-

thority and invalid.50 Reserve land straddling or adjoining watercourses are riparian

property and Indigenous Nations have riparian rights to divert surface water in unlimited

amounts without requiring any licence for domestic purposes as defined in the Irrigation

Act — including common law riparian rights and legislated reasonable consumptive use
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for agricultural machinery and industrial purposes. The Stoney Nakoda First Nations’

Reserves straddle many waterways, including the Mini Thni (Bow River) flowing through

Calgary. 

Treaty and Aboriginal Rights to Water?

Treaties are governed by the honour of the crown requiring consideration and fidelity

to Treaty Indigenous Nations with special interpretative and implementing principles

for Treaties and legislation affecting Treaty rights. Since April 17, 1982, Treaties are pro-

tected in the Constitution Act, 1982 by section 35(1) where “the aboriginal and treaty

rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed.”51 Abo-

riginal rights are activities central to the lifestyle of Indigenous Nations, being practised

in a current form that relates to the original practice (prior to Canadian contact), which

have not been extinguished by explicit legislation prior to April 17, 1982.52 Land-based

practices that qualify as aboriginal rights can form site-specific aboriginal rights on

Crown lands subject to the applicable treaty.53 Aboriginal and Treaty rights cannot be

restricted unless there is a valid legislative object, such as public safety or conservation,

and the restriction must accord with historical relationship between Canada and abo-

riginal peoples including: the honour of the crown, and where the government has as-

sumed control over a central aboriginal interest such as land, the fiduciary duty of the

Crown to uphold aboriginal interests.54 Aboriginal rights take priority over other uses

as they pre-date those uses, thus in circumstances of a constrained resource — such as

water — aboriginal rights to use water take priority over all other uses.55

Treaties can embody some aboriginal rights and provide additional rights.56 They are

not a complete code, as aboriginal and treaty rights can be practised in the same terri-

tory unless barred by the Treaty. Treaties can, in Canadian jurisprudence, surrender abo-

riginal title and rights in the territorial surrender language, if any, in accordance with the

Treaty terms with Reserves remaining aboriginal title lands.57 The exercise of Treaty and

aboriginal rights are not limited to traditional practices; they may be exercised in a mod-

ern form together with ancillary rights, if there is a continuity between the date of the

Treaty or pre-contact practices. Ancillary rights include those rights necessarily inci-

dental to the exercise of the protected rights and rights reasonably incidental to the

protected rights.58

The numbered Treaties in the prairie provinces59 were intended to promote the transition

of Indigenous Nations to a settler-agrarian lifestyle of farmers and ranchers for assimi-

lation into Canadian society.60 Indigenous pre-contact agricultural practices such as

treaty and Aboriginal rights to water?

tive use for agricultural machinery and industrial purposes. The Stoney Nakoda First

Nations’ Reserves straddle many waterways, including the Mini Thni (Bow River) flow-

ing through Calgary. 

Indigenous water rights & global warming in alberta 69
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horse breeding and care were common on the prairies, and pre-dated Treaty signing.

Treaty 7 offered agricultural supplies “for the encouragement of the practice of agricul-

ture among the Indians.”61 Ranching and farming require water supply security and may

form the basis for a Treaty right to water.

The prairie numbered Treaties62 were signed prior to the passage of the NWIA’s amend-

ments in 1895 that arguably appropriated the property in surface waters. This contempo-

raneous process of signing Treaties and the passage of the NWIA has led scholars to

question the NWIA affecting Indigenous rights to water, as that would “entail a highly dis-

enchanted view of federal policy to conclude, that the federal government, in the midst

of treaty negotiation, engaged in so substantial a violation of the treaty promises.” 63

The numbered Treaties, encompassing all of Alberta’s territory, preserved the right of

Indigenous Nations to obtain a traditional livelihood in the surrendered territories on

Crown lands not “taken up” and assigned to an incompatible use. In Clause 12 of the

NRTA, Canada required Alberta to fulfill Treaty obligations on the lands and resources

transferred to it. The Courts have interpreted the NRTA as a constitutional document,

modifying the Treaties to expand Treaty rights over the entire province but eliminating

the exercise of Treaty rights for commercial purposes.64 Alberta’s position, expressed in

its “Policy on Consultation with First Nations,”65 is that Treaty rights are limited to the

“rights to hunt, fish and trap for food.”66

Treaty rights, even on the limited basis acknowledged by Alberta, carry within them a

number of necessary or reasonably incidental Treaty rights. These include adequate

water supply for transportation and access to hunting, fishing, and trapping areas, as

well as adequate water quality to support the supply of wildlife, fish, and fur-bearing

animals.67 Treaty rights to water supply and quality have not been adjudicated in Alberta,

although there are a number of lawsuits including them.68 These Treaty rights would

apply off-Reserve, and may affect provincial laws through the application of section 88

of the Indian Act, which limits provincial laws under a Treaty.

Water in Alberta

Canada is often seen as a water rich country with 20 per cent of the world’s fresh water.

However, Canada holds only 6.5 per cent of the global supply that is renewable; the bal-

ance is stored in lakes, underground aquifers, and glaciers. Of that renewable water sup-

ply, 60 per cent drains northward into the Arctic Ocean and Hudson Bay. As a result, it

water in alberta



is unavailable to the 85 per cent of the Canadian population who live along the country’s

southern border. Alberta holds approximately 2.2 per cent of Canada’s freshwater, but

80 per cent of Alberta’s freshwater supply is found in the northern reaches of the

province while 80 per cent of water demand lies in the south. Only 13.3 per cent of Al-

berta rivers drain south and east into Hudson’s Bay with 86.6 per cent draining north to

the Artic Ocean.69

Alberta’s water system, inherited from the NWIA/Irrigation Act, involves: prior allocation

by government licences giving landowners the right to use large amounts of water an-

nually on their land, subject to limited domestic use by non-Indigenous riparian land

owners. The priority is based on the time of registration, such that in times of water

shortage, the earliest registration can use its entire allocation before a subsequently

registered water licence receives any. Historically governments have allocated the ma-

jority of licences for agricultural uses and this remains the largest use today.70 In 2009

Alberta licenced a total of 9.89 billion m3 water, of which 97 per cent (9.59 billion m3) is

from surface water sources and only 3 per cent (301 million m3) of the volume is from

groundwater sources. Water is allocated to 187,551 licence holders: 49,376 (~26 per cent)

are groundwater licence holders, and 138,175 (~74 per cent) are surface water licence

holders. The current allocation total as of 2016 is 10.198 billion m3 with essentially the

same distribution of uses.71 Groundwater originates from precipitation soaking down

into the ground, and while groundwater reserves may dwarf surface waters only 1 per

cent of those reserves are in usable aquifers. Use of groundwater will not address water

shortages given the limited recharge rate of aquifers.

Not all uses are equal. Agricultural uses are consumptive, as most of the water is incor-

porated into the products of agriculture such as grains or livestock. Other uses are less

consumptive, as municipalities will return 80–90 per cent of the water; the commercial

water used for cooling is entirely returned and other uses do not incorporate water to

the same extent as agriculture. All consumptive uses generate pollution, affecting water

quality for downstream users and environments; removing that pollution requires

sewage and water treatment facilities. Environmental uses are supportive, as they rep-

resent water allocation retained in the sources as instream flows to maintain aquatic

and riverine bank ecosystems. 

The most extensive drought in Alberta history, the dustbowl era of the 1930s, did not

lead to changes in the allocation system. Instead, Alberta embarked on an effort to in-

crease the useable water supply by storing water behind dams. It is estimated that $1B

Indigenous water rights & global warming in alberta 71
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was devoted to water projects from 1930–90, with Alberta continuing to issue extensive

water licences.72 Suitable storage sites for major water projects, at least in the south of

Alberta, have been exhausted. 

The current Water Act (1995) has modified the allocation system, by among other

things: requiring the development of basin-wide water management plans, the power

to close water basins, new water licences issued on a conditional basis and limited to

renewable five-year terms, and unlinking water licences from land to encourage a market

for water licence transfers intended to drive conservation by indirect water pricing. Any

approved water licence transfer leads to two new conditional water licences with the

same priority number as the original but a potential reduction in water amount of up to

10 per cent for in-stream flows. This transfer mechanism has discouraged senior licence

holders, holding the bulk of water licences, from participating in water licence markets.

These Water Act measures can provide a “safety valve” in transferring uses — but are

not likely to increase the water supply from conservation. 

Alberta is divided into seven watershed basins named after the major river they drain

into: the Hay River, Peace/Slave, Athabasca, Beaver, Milk, and the North and South

Saskatchewan River Basins, with multiple water management plans. Each basin has vary-

ing distribution of licenced uses and water consumption; for example, in 2009 Alberta

allocated 2.74 billion m3 of water from the Bow River, with 73 per cent used for irrigation

and 17 per cent used by the City of Calgary, and from the North Saskatchewan River

2.01 billion m3 of water, with 79 per cent used in thermal power plants and 7 per cent

used in the city of Edmonton.73

Due to concerns about over-allocation and insufficient in-stream flows, Alberta stopped

issuing new licences in the Oldman, Bow, and South Saskatchewan sub-basins in August

2006 in the Approved Water Management Plan for the South Saskatchewan River Basin

(Alberta) (2006) [SSRB Water Management Plan].74 Alberta made some exceptions for

new in-flow stream allocations, water storage releases, and First Nation licences.75 This

closure has led to growing conflict between water users and it is estimated that, even

with water conservation measures reducing water consumption by 30 per cent,76 mu-

nicipalities in the Calgary region will exhaust their own and Calgary’s current extensive

water allocation by 2030.77

Land use is inextricably tied to waters and the use of land has been regulated in Alberta

since the early 1900s.78 The current legislation, the Alberta Land Stewardship Act79



[ALSA] was passed in 2009 and is derived from the Land Use Framework (2008)80 that

divided Alberta’s territory into seven Regions corresponding generally with drainage

basins of Alberta’s major rivers.81 ALSA provides a mechanism to plan for the direction

of desired economic, environmental, and social objectives by way of regional plans that

are expressions of government policy approved by Cabinet. Provincial municipalities

and decision-making bodies are required to amend their bylaws and policies to ensure

compliance.82 The government-controlled public consultation, protection of regional

plans by Cabinet secrecy, and extensive government discretion have been criticized by

environmental groups, First Nations, and in academia — particularly with the cumulative

impacts of development.83

The South Saskatchewan Regional Plan [SSRP]84 is the second regional plan approved

by Cabinet effective September 1, 2014.85 The SSRP encompasses the area described in

200786 as “water short,” namely the South Saskatchewan River Basin [SSRB]. The SSRP

noted that the pressure on water resources is significant with over 20,000 water li-

cences. The major use for these licences is agriculture, which accounts for 75 per cent

of total water allocation combined with a growing population, currently at 1.8 million

people, and while current actual use is 55 per cent for municipalities and 66 per cent

for agricultural licences, those actual uses will grow. This is particularly compounded by

periodic phases of natural low flow and drought in the region.87

The SSRP affirmed the SSRB Water Management Plan as a provincial strategy that rec-

ognizes the limit of water resources has been reached in those watersheds, thus any

decision-making bodies must review their rules and procedures to ensure compliance

with the SSRP. SSRP says, in an understatement, that the challenge of matching water

supply to demand will be compounded by changing climactic conditions.88

Global Warming

Global warming is real, it is caused by humanity, and it represents a significant threat to

humanity and the environment in the near future. All nations have agreed in the Paris

Accords (2015)89 that climate change is an urgent threat and a common concern of hu-

mankind, and have undertaken to hold “the increase in the global average temperature

to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels,” and likewise pursue “efforts to limit the

temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.” This would significantly re-

duce the risks and impacts of climate change.90

global warming
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Globally the last three decades have been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface

than any preceding decade since 1850. The period from 1983 to 2012 was the warmest

thirty-year period in the last 1400 years in the Northern Hemisphere. The globally aver-

aged combined land and ocean surface temperature data as calculated by a linear trend

show a warming of 0.85°C over the period 1880 to 2012.91 The Northern Hemisphere

warms faster than the global average because it has more land and less ocean water

than the Southern Hemisphere (water warms slowly). 

In Alberta, over the past 100 years the mean temperature has increased by 1.4°C with

most of the increase occurring since 1970. Between 1912 and 2011, the average annual

temperature increased by 1.1°C (0.1 per decade) in the southern half of the province and

double that (2.3°C or 0.2 per decade) in the north. Since 1970 the pace of warming has

intensified increasing at a rate of 0.3°C per decade in both the north and the south.92

River summer flows are important for irrigation in Alberta, as demand is higher in sum-

mer. In 2000 these flows have dropped in the South Saskatchewan River at Medicine

Hat to 53.8 per cent, North Saskatchewan River at Prince Albert to 66.6 per cent, Peace

River at Peace River to 62.3 per cent, and Oldman River at Lethbridge to 59.3 per cent

from the 1910 summer flows. The summer flow reduction further downstream is even

more severe, with measurements at Saskatoon being 20 per cent of the 1910 flows.93

Some, but not all, of this decline in summer flows can be attributed to the extensive

dam projects built between 1930 and 1990, with 50 per cent of flows being moderated

by those water projects but only 25–50 per cent of the average river discharge being

accounted for.94

Cumulative emissions of CO2 largely determine global mean surface warming into the

late twenty-first century and beyond; reductions in global cumulative GHGs will take

time, as GHG’s do not dissipate rapidly. Even with reductions in current emissions, sig-

nificant changes in trends will not occur until 2050.95 This means temperature increases

in Alberta from the temperature ranges in 2000, range from a projected high of 

>2.71 °C to a minimum 2.19 °C, with consequent moisture loss of 2.4 to 18 per cent.

Southern Alberta has the higher ranges of temperature increases and moisture loss.96

One of the most visible impacts of climate change in Alberta is glacial retreat, most ev-

ident in the accelerating retreat of the Athabasca Glacier in the Columbia Icefield be-

tween Jasper and Banff which is losing ~16,000,000 cubic metres of ice each year.

Studies estimate that glacial melt contributes an average of 0.6 per cent of the annual



flow in the SSRB and about 2.4 per cent of the base flow in the Bow River at Calgary,

although in low-flow years, the percentages could be significantly higher.97 The SSRB

lost half of the glacier area between 1975 and 1998; this loss of glaciers will lead to in-

creased springtime flows and lower summer flows as glaciers, particularly in the Bow

River basin, moderate river flows by retaining the winter snow and feeding meltwater

into rivers into the crucial summer flows.98

There have been significant advances in climate change modelling on a global and re-

gional basis since 2009.99 In Alberta, some recent representational studies have shown:

increase in winter and early spring flows, declines in summer (about 15 per cent)

and annual flows (about 5 per cent) in the Oldman River Basin, from Shepherd et

al., 2010.100

Increases in both high and low flow magnitudes and frequencies, large increases

to winter and spring streamflow are predicted for all climate scenarios. Spring

runoff and peak streamflow occur up to four weeks earlier than in the 1961–90 base-

line for the Cline River Basin (North Saskatchewan) (Kienzlea et al., 2012);101 and 

In the 2050s and 2080s, southern Alberta will be expected to experience more fre-

quent and severe intensive storm events in the May, June, July, and August season

that could potentially increase the risk of future flooding in this region. (Gizaw et

al., 2016).102

Alberta will see significant economic and environmental impacts, between now and

2050 including: 

infrastructure costs to protect towns and cities from flooding with higher spring

flows and upgrading irrigation facilities to accommodate lower summer flows; 

environmental impacts including: increased flow variability affecting riverine

ecosystems (the most threatened ecosystem in Alberta); warmer waters threaten-

ing marine life and temperature-driven biome movement northward; 

drought due to greater soil evaporation, lower recharge rate of rivers, leading to

potential desertification in southern areas affecting agriculture incomes; and 
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water supply conflict with lower flows in summer leading to less “useable water”

for irrigation and needs from an expanding population.

If we do nothing to lower CO2 releases, Alberta in 2100 will see a doubling in CO2 concen-

trations predicted to cause a 6–8°C warming and a resulting decrease in soil moisture, pre-

dicted to be between 20 and 40 per cent with “challenging” consequences for Albertans.103

There have been proposals for additional water supply within the current regulatory

systems, but Amec’s Report, “Water Storage Opportunities in The South Saskatchewan

River Basin in Alberta (2014),” concluded there was limited opportunity to do so.104 The

original study leading to entrenchment of the SSRB Water Management Plan provided

at best a thirty-year window before water shortages developed, but the proposed water

licence market, intended to drive water conservation, has been frustrated by the histor-

ical distribution of water allocations.105

Change to the Alberta’s water allocation system is needed. A proposal by Professor Ar-

lene Kwasniak entitled Climate Change and Water: Law and Policy Options for Alberta

(2017)106 outlines transition to a new framework that would respect the environment, en-

courage sustainable development, and be climate change resilient. The development of

these changes requires the participation of Indigenous Nations, not only to clarify and

affirm their pre-existing rights to water, but also to access the stewardship worldview

that has allowed them to live in a sustainable manner in Alberta for thousands of years.



Websites are current to February 1, 2018. Case law and legislation may be foundat The Canadian Legal 
Information Institute (CanLII)’s website at: canlii.org
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